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Modern simplicity. Durable and rugged functionality. Affordable.

AIRBOX®
TRAVELGEAR

The AIRBOX® brand is all about modern simplicity, durability, and 
rugged functionality. The values we are talking about are really 
fundamental ones that all of us can identify with. 

Based just outside of Gothenburg on Sweden’s west coast, AIRBOX® 
is a sister brand to EPIC Travelgear, and therefore is able to share 
much of the technological platform of the well-established brand. 

Good honest values, great products, and a friendly team of real 
people standing behind them create a concept that we feel will most 
definately enhance your travel experiences for many years to come.

Key elements that you can expect in every AIRBOX® product are: 

• Hi-Tech Infused Core combined with clean and pragmatic design 
and Old-fashioned Quality and Durability. 

• Robust chassis, framework and componentry but still lightweight 
total package.

• As all key components are replaceable, excellent after sales 
service for you as a user wherever you may be in the world.

All in all, the AIRBOX® brand is all about modern simplicity, durability, 
and rugged functionality, and offers great-looking products.
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A classic:

The shell is made from easily recyclable 100% polypropylene. This material is known to 

be highly impact and fatigue resistant, but usually quite heavy. Our product’s unique 

design manages to incorporate these advantages while still achieving a low weight. 

All the components are top-quality and smooth running. The wheels, and top- and 

side handles are high quality and ensuring low weight, high performance, and long 

life. You can expect a long service life from these. All key components can even be 

replaced if they become damaged or you wear them out.

AZ1™

MATERIAL:

Made of recyclable and shock-resistant 

Polypropylene that provides a durable yet 

lightweight construction.

INTERIOR:

Fully integrated divider with two pockets for 

organization and packing straps that hold 

the clothes in place. 

 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 65/47/26 75/53/29

WEIGHT (kg) 2,6kg 3,5kg 4,3kg

VOLUME (L) 39L 68L 103L

Art. No. AZ1403/02 AZ1402/02 AZ1401/02

PULLING SYSTEM:

Strong and light multi-step handle in 

anodised aluminum.

HANDLES:

Fully integrated top and side handles for 

lifting from many positions.

WHEELS:

Four smooth and quiet twin wheels with 

360 rotation for easy operation.

Color:

BLACK NOSTALGIA ROSE SAND GREY
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Our latest development:

The shell is made of impact-resistant and recyclable Polypropylene plastic to be 

able to combine strength and low weight. The shell's unique structure, designed 

by AIRBOX, makes it rigid to withstand stress during check-in and travels but still 

achieve a low weight. All components are of the highest quality and designed to 

meet the requirements of strength, high performance and long life. All components 

can be easily replaced if they should be damaged during luggage handling or during 

normal wear and tear. 

AZ18™

MATERIAL:

Made of recyclable and shock-resistant 

Polypropylene that provides a durable yet 

lightweight construction.

INTERIOR:

Fully integrated divider with two pockets for 

organization and packing straps that hold 

the clothes in place. 

 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 66/46/27 74/53/29

WEIGHT (kg) 2,3kg 3,0kg 3,5kg

VOLUME (L) 39L 68L 100L

Art. No. AZ18403 AZ18402 AZ18401

PULLING SYSTEM:

Strong and light multi-step handle in 

anodised aluminum.

HANDLES:

Fully integrated top and side handles for 

lifting from many positions.

WHEELS:

Four smooth and quiet twin wheels with 

360 rotation for easy operation.

Color:

BLACK METALLIC NAVY METALLIC RED METALLIC GREY
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Glimmering surface for beautiful colors:

The shell is made from ABS for great strenght and low weight. Our product’s unique 

design actually manages to incorporate stiffness but still achieving a low weight. 

All of the components are top-quality and smooth running. The wheels, and top- and 

side handles are high quality and  ensuring low weight, high performance, and long 

life. You can expect a long service life from these. All key components can even be 

replaced in the event that they become damaged or you wear them out.

AZ12™

MATERIAL:

Made of recyclable and shock resistant 

ABS providing a durable, yet lightweight 

construction. 

INTERIOR:

Fully integrated divider with two pockets for 

organization and packing straps that hold 

the clothes in place. 

 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 65/44/26 75/52/30

WEIGHT (kg) 2,9kg 3,5kg 4,4kg

VOLUME (L) 37L 67L 105L

Art. No. AZ12403 AZ12402 AZ12401

PULLING SYSTEM:

Strong and light multi-step handle in 

anodised aluminum.

HANDLES:

Fully integrated top and side handles for 

lifting from many positions.

WHEELS:

Four smooth and quiet twin wheels with 

360 rotation for easy operation.

Color:

BLACK CAVA BLUE GREEN
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Great entry to the AIRBOX family:

This range has a modern, strong and sleek design. These suitcases offer great, 

efficient packing space with a full divider complete with pockets for added 

organization possibilities. All cases are equipped with an easy rolling, rugged 4-wheel 

system, and a multistage oversize pulling system. Super-rugged, high-quality and 

functional. AIRBOX® AZ8™ will help keep your belongings safe and secure.

AZ8™

MATERIAL:

Made of recyclable and shock resistant 

ABS providing a durable, yet lightweight 

construction. 

INTERIOR:

Fully integrated divider with two pockets for 

organization and packing straps that hold 

the clothes in place. 

 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 65/44/25 75/51/30

WEIGHT (kg) 2,7kg 3,5kg 4,4kg

VOLUME (L) 39L 65L 100L

Art. No. AZ8403 AZ8402 AZ8401

PULLING SYSTEM:

Strong and light multi-step handle in 

anodised aluminum.

HANDLES:

Fully integrated top and side handles for 

lifting from many positions.

WHEELS:

Four smooth and quiet twin wheels with 

360 rotation for easy operation.

Color:

BLACK SILVER PINK COPPER
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The soft one:

Let your adventure begin with AIRBOX® AS3™. We believe that this new travel partner 

of yours will be a good friend to rely on. Its design with a lightweight and strong 

construction will follow you smoothly on your journeys. Even though it’s so light, it has 

durable, high quality wheels, pulling system and other components that make travel 

with AIRBOX® AS3™ easier, and help insure a long product life.

AS3™

MATERIAL:

Made of strong and lightweight polyester.

INTERIOR:

Fully integrated divider with two pockets for 

organization and packing straps that hold 

the clothes in place. 

 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/38/20-23 67/44/26-30 77/48/28-33

WEIGHT (kg) 2,4kg 2,8kg 3,2kg

VOLUME (L) 38-43L 57-64L 96-104L

Art. No. AS34403 AS34402 AS34401

PULLING SYSTEM:

Strong and light multi-stage system in 

steel.

HANDLES:

Padded carrying handles protect your 

hands.

WHEELS:

Four smooth and quiet twin wheels with 

360 rotation for easy operation. Color:

Color:

BLACK BLUE FUCHSIA

 TOILET CASE

 21/24/13

 0,3kg

 6L

 AS3801-01

 BEAUTY CASE

 25/33/21

 0,6kg

 8L

 AS3705-01

 FLIGHT BAG

 33/40/14

 0,7kg

 12L

 AS3703-01
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Walk to the grocery store:

There is always a need for a classic shopper. Once you tried to roll home your groceries; 

you think, i will walk everday. Our aim goal with this serie is to level out who is actually 

uses the shopper, it’s for everyone who lives in walking distance to any store. That’s 

why we made the Shopper a little more ”pop”. Nice details, smooth rolling wheels 

and classy material. The lightweight, steel chassis is made in a proven, foldable 

contruction.

AS6 - SHOPPER

MATERIAL:

Made of strong and lightweight polyester.

 

H/W/D (cm) 98/37/22 

WEIGHT (kg) 2,1kg 

VOLUME (L) 40L 

Art. No. AS6101 

CHASSIS: 

Durable yet lightweight steel chassis.  

Loading capacity up to 20 kg..

WHEELS:

X-Large 17cm TriSpoke wheels for easy 

rolling on all surfaces (non-marking, 

removable and replaceable).

Color:

BLACK GREEN FUCHSIA RED
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The smart one:

POPUP is a unique little smart product from AIRBOX. Made 

of durable rip-stop polyester on a sturdy chassis. The smart 

thing is that POPUP is fully collapsible, it takes up no space 

when you are not using it. POPUP is delivered in a practical 

box, which makes it a perfect gift.

POPUP™ GRAPHIX™

MATERIAL:

Made of strong and lightweight 

rip-stop polyester..

INTERIOR:

Integrated pocket on the 

inner wall of the frontpanel for 

keeping ironed clothes in good 

shape.

 SMALL 

H/W/D (cm) 55/35/20 

WEIGHT (kg) 1,9kg 

VOLUME (L) 35L 

Art. No. AS5403 

PULLING SYSTEM:

Strong and light multi-stage 

system in steel.

HANDLES:

Padded carrying handle which 

protect your hands.

WHEELS:

Four smooth and quiet twin 

wheels with 360 rotation for 

easy operation.

Color:

BLACK

Custom prints:

This range has a modern, strong and sleek design. These suitcases offer great, efficient 

packing space with a full divider complete with pockets for added organization 

possibilities. All cases are equipped with an easy rolling, rugged 4-wheel system, a 

multistage oversize pulling system, and fully integrated TSA combination lock.   

On top we place a high definition printing film to give it that special look. A multi 

choice of prints are avliable.                         

MATERIAL:

Made of recyclable and shock 

resistant ABS providing a durable, yet 

lightweight construction. 

INTERIOR:

Fully integrated divider with two 

pockets for organization and packing 

straps that hold the clothes in place. 

 SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

H/W/D (cm) 55/40/20 65/44/26 75/51/30

WEIGHT (kg) 2,7kg 3,5kg 4,4kg

VOLUME (L) 39L 65L 100L

Art. No. ATG403 ATG402 ATG401

PULLING SYSTEM:

Strong and light multi-step handle in 

anodised aluminum.

HANDLES:

Fully integrated top and side handles 

for lifting from many positions.

WHEELS:

Four smooth and quiet twin wheels 

with 360 rotation for easy operation.
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Products with this warranty are covered by the AIRBOX® 

FULL ARMOR™ Warranty for a period of 3 years from the date 

of purchase. If the shell of your case should break for any 

reason, even dueto third party (such as airlines) handling, 

we will replace the case at no charge, anywhere in the world. 

Further, if any part or component of the case should break or 

fail for any reason, we will replace or repair all such parts at 

no charge under this warranty. We reserve the right to repair 

or replace any product that constitutes a valid warranty 

claim at our sole discretion. In the event that your particular 

case is no longer available, we reserve the right to replace 

the product with a new product with comparable value and 

characteristics. 

This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear on the 

product and/or its components, cosmetic wear or cleaning, 

nor does it cover the replacement of lost accessories, lost or 

stolen bags and/or bag contents.

This warranty does not infringe the statutory consumer rights.

Products with this warranty are covered by a 3 year warranty 

against defects in materials and workmanship from the date 

of original purchase. We reserve the right to repair or replace 

any product that constitutes a valid warranty claim at our sole 

discretion. In the event that your particular case is no longer 

available, we reserve the right to replace the product with a 

new product with comparable value and characteristics.

This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear on the 

product and/or its components, cosmetic wear or cleaning, 

nor does it cover the replacement of lost accessories, lost 

or stolen bags and/or bag contents. This warranty does not 

cover damages due to third party handling.

This warranty does not infringe the statutory consumer rights.



Scandinavian Travel Innovation AB

+46 31 749 24 00

info@travelinnovation.se


